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SourceHosting.net, LLC, a leading provider of hosted development environments for software engineering 
teams, recently added Trac Hosting to its suite of hosted applications, which also includes Subversion 
Hosting, CVS Hosting and Bugzilla Hosting.  

Trac is a popular web-based project management tool that integrates directly with the Subversion source 
code control system. Its features include a wiki application for storing company and project documentation, 
an issue tracker, project timeline management tools and a source code browser. The application supports 
an extensible interface, and SourceHosting.net has deployed plugins to implement email notification and 
an administrative interface. 

"Adding Trac to our application suite is a huge win for our clients. With this tool, all levels of the project 
team – developers, QA engineers and managers – get instant feedback about how their software release 
cycle is progressing," said Greg Larkin, founder and principal of SourceHosting.net. 

Available now, SourceHosting.net's new release also upgrades its Subversion Hosting service to support 
Subversion 1.4.3. This release of the popular source code control system includes off-site repository 
mirroring, significant performance improvements and efficient storage of binary data, such as Microsoft 
Office documents. 

 

ABOUT SOURCEHOSTING.NET, LLC 
 
SourceHosting.Net, LLC, a privately-held company based in Hollis, NH, has provided hosted source code 
repository and software development infrastructure services since 1999. SourceHosting.net's Pluggable 
Hosting Infrastructure(sm) facilitates rapid deployment of hosted applications in an extensible architecture. 
PHI also centralizes maintenance and administration to ensure smooth server-side upgrades and 
practically zero downtime for teams developing software on a round-the-clock schedule. 
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Managing Member 
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